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Even though vernacular culture of Hungary through its authentic rural settlements, their 

inhabitants and lifestyle, were dramatically transformed during the Cold War period, their 

representation and memories were highly valued. During the socialist period (between 

World War II and 1989) vernacular heritage, including applied art and intangible heritage 

elements, was a significant part of state propaganda and a useful tool for universalizing 

minority policy. This paper explores the diverse effects and actors influencing the for-

mation and role of the heritagization process of Hungarian vernacular culture between 

1960 and 1989. The research period is discussed from different perspectives including 

historically, sociologically, from a cultural heritage point of view, as well as in interna-

tional relations and with regard to the ideological context of the subject and its location, 

Hungary. Such plurality also alludes to the numerous circumstances that influenced the re-

searched process. The paper investigates how the Hungarian understanding of vernacular 

culture was transformed by various actors under state socialism in order for it to be ideo-

logically acceptable for the ruling power and to protect it at a time when attempts were be-

ing made to eliminate it. 
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―The cultural policy of our Soviet democracy pays special attention to protecting 

the historical and artistic reminiscences of the Hungarian past. By doing so, it also 

eliminates the distractive legacy of fascism that was against people and only 

seemingly protected the memories of the past.‖1 

 

 

There are numerous terms in different disciplines and even languages to name 

certain aspects of rural culture. Folk, traditional, popular and vernacular are a 

few of the most frequently mentioned.2 The prefix nép is used in the Hungar-

ian ethnographical discourse to denote the concept of ―folk‖ in terms such as 

folk culture, folk architecture or folk tradition and costume. It is differentiated 

from népi, meaning ―folkish,‖ which refers to aspects, events or artefacts of 

culture that just imitate the above-mentioned ones. The term ―popular archi-

tecture‖ is defined as ―structures that are built with the help of empirical 

knowledge and the adaptation of local resources,‖3 while ―vernacular archi-

tecture‖ is defined as ―dwellings or other buildings‖ that are ―customarily 

owned or community-built.‖4 This alludes to the fact that the planner, the 

creator and the user of the heritage object are from the same social unit, 

different to, for instance, castles that are traditionally built and experienced by 

different social units.5 Vernacular architecture as a monument protection 

category was defined in Hungary in the early 1950s. The term alluded to 

those buildings that were built within a defined historical era and functioned 
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as the home of the owner and/or his or her family members and accommo-

dated their property (such as animals and equipment). The owners were mem-

bers of the local society who lived in villages or market towns and worked in 

food processing and manufacturing. The architecture of these dwellings 

reflected the technological level of the time period, the tastes and practices of 

the community as well as the building forms and structures that characterized 

the given region. Accordingly, the term ―vernacular architecture‖ incorporat-

ed historical, ethnographical, technical and architectural meanings.6 

The fact that vernacular culture became a heritage term points to its trans-

formation and its threatened state, as both its tangible and the intangible 

aspects (such as skills and traditions) were losing their former status. The risk 

associated with vernacular heritage, along with the possible loss of cultural 

identity7, is based on the disadvantageous connotations of vernacular architec-

ture and lifestyle due to material and aesthetic changes and constant modern-

izing efforts.8 Vernacular culture as heritage has assigned values as well, such 

as ―skill transfer, apprenticeship, community participation and improved sus-

tainability.‖ However one should not see vernacular heritage as a threatened 

set of values, but rather as ―a continuous and dialectic interplay of status and 

change, precedent and creativity, stability and innovation.‖9 This understand-

ing points to the flexibility of vernacular heritage, which is its capability to 

adapt to contemporary needs and circumstances while keeping its historical, 

cultural and social embeddedness. 

Vernacular culture has been the subject of numerous research projects for 

decades. There are studies that explore the topic with a sense of nostalgia, 

seeing, for instance, vernacular architecture as a ―more innocent, natural or 

spontaneous, and therefore truer‖ realization of housing than its later counter-

parts.10 Other publications and research projects look at the cultural context of 

specific examples of vernacular architecture and analyze how its sustainable 
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features can be adapted to present-day circumstances.11 Meanwhile, the envi-

ronmental consciousness and energy efficiency of vernacular culture have be-

come more and more acknowledged and valued across a range of disciplines 

and by a number of policy makers too.12 Today, architects are even investi-

gating the methods and technologies of vernacular architecture, for example 

by looking at climate, physical circumstances, adapted materials, created 

forms and planned orientation.13 However, there has never been a clear copy-

and-paste approach, as the new social, economic and cultural circumstances 

and possibilities require new arrangements and features to be developed into a 

modified version of the learnt examples. 

There are researchers who look at vernacular examples as cultural expres-

sions14, sources to aid in understanding the cultural identity of a specific seg-

ment of society. Accordingly, traditions and skills as well as the ways in 

which they are taught have become subjects of research too.15 For instance, in 

Hungary researchers (ethnographers and sociologists as well) have looked at 

home industry and handicraft activities that were based on traditionally ac-

quired knowledge and practices and continued to be applied even in the col-

lectivized structures. Work has also been done to find, document and adapt 

the ―original source,‖ which tends to ensure authenticity.16 This paper investi-

gates how the Hungarian understanding of vernacular culture was trans-

formed by diverse actors under state socialism in order for it to be ideologi-

cally acceptable for the ruling power and to protect it at a time when efforts 

were being made to eliminate it. Such analysis can be seen not only as a 

historical investigation or an interdisciplinary approach to a particular histori-

cal phenomenon, but it could also be an example for future investigations into 

the adaptation of other concepts by multiple actors and under different or sim-

ilar circumstances. 

Accordingly, I discuss the heritagization process of vernacular culture in 

Hungary between 1960 and 1989, taking into consideration the historical, 

social and political preconditions and background. I chose this time period as 
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there was a statewide specialized institutional system17 in place and most of 

the steps and policies relating to their protection were able to be realized. I 

analyze in particular those academic fields and their activities that focused on 

the disappearing vernacular culture. The paper pays attention both to the tan-

gible and intangible heritagization aspects of the topic. With this aim, I take a 

closer look at the role of the two major academic fields: ethnography (in-

cluding the connecting sociological research) and monument protection. Spe-

cial attention is paid to the investigation of international relations and ideo-

logical influences that may have affected the Hungarian vernacular heritage 

management.18 

For such an interdisciplinary investigation diverse sources have to be used. 

The realized top-down decisions and management processes within the given 

legal and institutional framework were investigated as well as some specific 

case studies. Information about the history of the relevant institutions and 

contemporary publications were also both the subject of this research. Some 

of the conservation approaches and professional forums are still operating, 

and have provided relevant data for the study. After analyzing the chosen pe-

riod through the publications, research and social impact, as well as political 

relations, the paper concludes that vernacular heritage management was able 

to be realized within a political ideological framework that was aligned with a 

gradually more flexible but still undemocratic political system. 

 

 

After World War II, the vernacular culture of Hungary became a scarce re-

source mainly due to the systematic measures of the Hungarian Workers’ 

Party. The top-down and extensively realized transformation of the country’s 

employment character (from agricultural to heavy industrial19) as well as the 

―financial unification‖ of the society20 defined the role of vernacular culture. 

Among others, three major approaches were taken to reach this transforma-
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tion: the rearrangement of landownership; the collectivization of agricultural 

work; and ―modernization of methods and equipment.‖21 

The growing number of small landowners unquestionably led to a sudden 

and rapid increase of construction, because many of the new landowners had 

no buildings on their newly defined small-sized properties. New settlements 

were also created out of farmsteads or built next to the new industrial plants.22 

The former vernacular architecture was seen as a remnant of the overthrown 

systems, such as feudalism and capitalism, and for many it was not seen as 

ideal even to protect. New types of houses were introduced that were sup-

posed to ensure a better and modern lifestyle.23 This process also became cen-

trally governed as bank loans were offered to those who chose to build from 

one of sixteen building plans.24 The nation-wide spread of this new architec-

ture, which did not have any historical or regional character, did not just out-

shine traditional styles, but ruined the settlement structures as well.25 

In these new socialist villages residential, industrial and agricultural areas 

were kept separate. While the old manors were built in a much more spacious 

style, blending into the landscape with yards that were either half or com-

pletely open in layout, the farmyards of modern agriculture were much more 

crowded.26 The lack of both central support and roles in local or regional 

infrastructure pushed local leaders to attempt to get their settlements raised to 

the status of cities regardless of the actual size, lifestyle or infrastructural 

circumstances.27 For this reason, extensive agricultural activities were carried 
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out in the new cities and even in the suburbs of the traditional ones.28 As a 

result, the strong and complex traditional network system of the vernacular 

communities was rearranged. Individuals as well as communities and their 

lifestyles and traditions were threatened. Often, the introduction of the new 

system was carried out using threat and humiliation, which made not just the 

result but also the process radical.29 As a consequence, the independence of 

the whole segment of the society was minimized, and even the vernacular 

value system started to become disorganized and disappear.30 

The changes and transformations of the above-mentioned processes hap-

pened due to certain political and economic contexts31, such as the changing 

balance between the state and the private sphere in the provision system.32 For 

instance, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, the Hungarian leadership 

allowed collective farmers to take on extra economic activities for personal 

aims, and the social-support system was partly modified as well.33 These pri-

vate household economies, which put extra workload on the people, were 

often tools for survival, as the collectivized farms could not provide the basic 

necessities.34 Accordingly, living standards in many rural areas improved con-

siderably at that time, which led to extensive differentiation between local 

communities. By the 1970s, this system of state and household economies 

had been legally ratified (with the ―New Economic Mechanism‖ of 1968). 

Moreover, huge segments of the population, who were already working in the 

industrial sector, returned partially (in their free time) to certain agricultural 
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activities in order to earn the allowed extra personal income.35 As a conse-

quence, lifestyles and living standards became more homogenized in Hungary 

and the traditional rural social communities and activities began to disap-

pear.36 In the 1970s there was a huge economic crisis. Financial shortages 

blocked major protection projects as well as ongoing construction. This posed 

a particular threat in the case of vernacular heritage elements. The tangible 

elements of vernacular culture are more fragile due to their materials and neg-

lect. Thus, it was not just the related lifestyle (of the owners and users) that 

faded away, but also the technical, material and structural deterioration of the 

vernacular culture was faster.37 

A new political approach towards culture and academia, which can be sim-

plified in the famous quote ―those who are not against us are with us,‖38 influ-

enced the possibilities and options of those scholars and practitioners who 

focused on vernacular heritage as well. Moreover, the new approach from the 

early 1970s saw national tradition as a ―fundamental building block of social-

ist patriotism‖39 and accepted the country’s national minorities by allowing 

their rights to practice their language and culture.40 Accordingly, it became 

much easier to hold discussions about settlements and the tangible heritage of 

non-worker social units or about the traditions of minorities. Moreover, 

monument protection and ethnographic research became a tool in the eyes of 

the political leadership to increase its international status.41 That led to the 

ratification of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention in 1985—Hungary 

was among the first European countries of the Eastern Bloc42 to do this—and 
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numerous prestigious international meetings and cooperation could take place 

there (such as the 3rd general assembly of ICOMOS, one of the Advisory 

Bodies of UNESCO World Heritage Committee, which was held in 1972 

with approximately 400 participants).43 Similarly, this move ensured more 

intensive international relations between professionals and researchers with 

Western and Eastern parts of Europe.     

At the same time, flourishing national and international tourism also 

guided attention to the heritage values of the countryside.44 Similar to those of 

other Eastern European countries, Hungary’s ―back-to-the-roots‖ initiatives 

proposed a rediscovery of the history and culture of the countryside. Authen-

tic folk culture was very popular, especially among university students and 

young adults.45 During the 1960s and 1970s, within the framework of inland 

tourism, paid rural tourism and hospitality were arranged by tourist offices 

without civil or community background.46 During these initial decades, infra-

structural investments generally did not keep up with or pay attention to the 

expansion of holiday camps and the increase of tourist traffic, which could 

cause harm as well.47 

 

 

Vernacular heritage did not disappear completely due to the extensive (within 

the limitations of an ideologically driven country) protection of the remaining 

buildings with their modified functions, documentation of the associated so-

cial group’s lifestyle and the popularization of the original practices and tra-

ditions. The 13th decree-law in 1949 established a legal basis for defining 

examples of vernacular architecture as monuments.48 Before the formation of 

a nation-wide institutional system, local preservation tasks were carried out as 
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public works.49 In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the situation was optimized, 

and monument protection became the work of an independent institutional 

unit—not of a department of existing ministries or offices (for instance 

together with museums). The head of the state wide monument protection 

inspectorate, Ferenc Merényi, said in his ceremonial speech: ―The assurance 

of legal, institutional, financial, human and tangible possibilities led to the 

result that today the Hungarian institute for monument protection is (in terms 

of its status and structure) capable of realizing complex and challenging pro-

jects that promote socialism within the economic and social environment. The 

inspectorate form [of the institute] provides a basis for uniting and controlling 

the entire monument collection [of the country].‖50 Unlike in other neigh-

boring countries, in Hungary the new institution came under the Ministry of 

Construction, hence professionals were able to see projects through from 

realizing the need to the accomplishment of the building process. The first 

comprehensive vernacular architecture protection project was completed in 

1962 in Nagyvázsony.51 

In contrast, ethnography experienced harmful influences in the immediate 

aftermath of the Second World War due to the political and ideological 

change. Earlier, nationalistic ideology had been expected from academia and 

its representatives. There had been many overarching notions that led verna-

cular culture to become a part of national identity and pride. For instance, 

Hungarian folk culture was defined differently, hence it was seen as both 

unique—compared to the surrounding (Slavic) cultures—and very rich, espe-

cially if one takes into account the size of the country and its population.52 

These general ideas show that the idealistic notion that had existed (before the 

war) was connected to and emphasized by scholars and practitioners in almost 

all fields of vernacular heritage.  

After the Second World War, the transformation of the museum and re-

search institute system as well as the expected ideological turn almost froze 

the field.53 Top-down and immediate change was promoted through publica-
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tions (such as the Soviet Ethnography series), defined research topics (social-

ist transformation of agricultural work; the changing peasant life due to the 

increased industrialization as well as urban ethnography and the research of 

the workers’ lifestyle54) and even determined results. Only one-sided docu-

mentation about the positive outcomes of the recent changes got to be pub-

lished.55 A kind of less direct political influence was able to be arranged 

through the establishment of the independent Ethnography Institute from the 

Ethnographical Research Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 

1967. Despite the politically and ideologically defined climate, the Ethnogra-

phy Institute was able to provide a safe working environment and protection 

for the ―not-preferred‖ or even ―denied‖ researchers, who could continue the 

work and approaches of the previous outstanding experts such as Zoltán Ko-

dály and István Győrffy. Győrffy is named as one of the founding members 

of Hungarian Ethnography by being not just an ethnographer but also the first 

professor of that discipline. Kodály was an outstanding composer and 

ethnomusicologist as well and served as the director of the Ethnographical 

Research Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences between 1953 and 

1967. One of the most outstanding collective works, the Ethnography Ency-

clopedia, which was begun in 1969, and the establishment of the national 

open air museum in Szentendre56 were two initiatives that had resulted from 

the improved conditions.  

The first nation-wide vernacular architecture protection program was initi-

ated in 1974, mainly targeting homes (not industrial or agricultural buildings) 

that represented regional architectural characteristics and were in good condi-

tion. The national program incorporated 170 buildings, increasing the list of 

comprehensively protected vernacular monuments to 200.57 On a national 

level, this number showed clearly how little of Hungary’s vernacular archi-

tecture remained in good shape and could be protected. This was a race 

against time, as János Tóth stressed out in 1964: ―The constantly accelerating 

industrial and agricultural improvement makes it necessary to also accelerate 
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research and increase the management of human resources.‖58 Ethnographers 

experienced a similar urge as well: ―Without bias I can say that it is the ethno-

grapher who is concerned about the scarcity of the old village. This is the pro-

fession that documents the constant disappearance of (even) the resources and 

of the knowledge for its sustainability.‖59 

Research and protection of vernacular heritage examples was and is an in-

terdisciplinary and cooperative task. In the case of fieldwork in a village or 

other small settlement, a team comprising an ethnographer, art historian, 

architect, archeologist and others was (and still is) required to understand, 

document, preserve and protect the given example. Similarly, in scientific 

discourse, an interdisciplinary approach was (and is) crucial. For example, at 

a conference in 1983, Tamás Hofer emphasized the interconnectedness of eth-

nography, historiography and cultural anthropology.60 Professionals con-

ducted serious archival research and thorough analysis of the available car-

tography materials and maps too in order to see their subject in a wider his-

torical context.61 Moreover, this was the time (between 1954 and 1989) when 

Hungarian ethnographers completed the ―Atlas of the Hungarian Ethnogra-

phy,‖ one of the major works in the field.62 Hungarian professionals did not 

want to complement or rebuild archaic monuments; instead they intended to 

sustain their contemporary status (formulated throughout the history). Simi-

larly, traditions and intangible heritage elements were documented in their 

current state including any possible influences and diversity. For instance, 

László Lajtha’s folk music collection63 present insights into the private lives 

and practices of the inhabitants of villages and smaller settlements. His docu-

ments represent the pre-communist cultural heritage, which could be seen as a 

kind of critical perspective on the contemporary leading top-down ideology 
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by showing its non-state-supported values.64 Documenting traditions and 

community activities, his work shows that the vernacular society was not ho-

mogenous, but was made up of different groups based on, among other fac-

tors, financial status and personal capabilities. 

Protection of vernacular heritage increased workload and the need for 

financial support65 ―as the owners cannot be forced to maintain the old build-

ings or architectural features‖66 or the traditional equipment and costumes. 

Accordingly, employee numbers were increased, especially at the institutions 

outside the capital.67 Due to the political and policy circumstances of that 

period, the State first had to buy the tangible vernacular cultural heritage ele-

ments in order to be able to protect them by evaluating them as monuments or 

incorporating them into museum collections. Besides purchase, another meth-

od was to provide extensive financial support and instructions for the owners. 

The support varied from a yearly maintenance fee to a one-off payment for 

reconstruction that was a significantly higher amount.68 Accordingly, sustain-

able maintenance was often not supported.69 In many cases, this led to inap-

propriate, belated or partial protection work, as there was also a lack of hum-

an resources and finance to compensate the necessary, highly-skilled special-

ists.70 Such circumstances led to a kind of selectivity, which did not support 

the ideological aim of striving for holistic social change or focus on settle-

ment structure protection, but was instead centered around certain creative 

individuals.71 
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Another typical method of protecting vernacular culture in the researched 

period was functional change, whereby vernacular monuments were turned 

into museums of the particular settlement or the region. There were two major 

types: regional houses and skanzens (open air museums). Similarly, moveable 

tangible elements that were objects of ethnographical research were also cul-

turalized by means of extensive documentation and museumization.72 Re-

gional houses served as local museums and cultural centers for both local and 

visiting communities. These buildings, themselves examples of vernacular 

monuments, remained on their original sites and housed exclusively local de-

sign and interior elements, everyday life objects and costumes.73 On the other 

hand, most open air museums had a wider territory to cover with their collec-

tions, namely, entire regions or, in case of Szentendre Skanzen, the whole 

country.74 Improvements could be implemented both in the documentation 

and display of the newly museumized objects as well. Due to the advanced 

financial and human resources at these rural cultural institutions, networks of 

local and regional research communities were able to form.75 

Though there is evidence that Hungarian vernacular culture underwent 

functional change during the socialist period, both built and intangible aspects 

of this culture were destroyed so systematically that it was not possible to 

successfully or exclusively instrumentalize the remaining examples. The sur-

vival of vernacular culture was ensured by a public movement, as well, that 

emphasized yet another aspect of it76, namely, that not just research, but any 

kind of folk art activities could be seen as heritage management and as coun-

tercultural manifestations too. This civic initiative provided alternative forms 

of cultural life and youth culture as well as channels for expressing critical 

opinions.77 Moreover, there were (and still are) literary personalities (such as 

poets and authors) who turned to vernacular culture for inspiration (regarding 
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subject matter, genre, style etc.).78 Many of their works expressed views on 

contemporary social transformations (regarding the country’s employment 

character (from agricultural to heavy industrial) that might have been pro-

blematic to address directly or from an academic analytical perspective.79 By 

positioning vernacular culture and its related human aspects within the liter-

ary agenda, these became part of the readers’ awareness as well. Even though, 

in most cases, there was no conscious resistance or offensive intention behind 

either these activities or the ethnographic research, the topics, interests and 

values they explored or promoted often had an aim that ran in opposition to 

that of the leadership of the country.80 

 

 

Through vernacular heritage, politically approved values such as community 

and simplicity, which were initiated and promoted by the government with a 

top-down approach, could be experienced and practiced. Clichés about the 

rural lifestyle such as being healthy and strong or working hard were well-

suited to the contemporary political propaganda. That is the reason why, with 

certain limitations, it was possible to academically and professionally protect 

the disappearing social unit and its lifestyle. However, reminders of the past 

were also allusions to previous ideological or social systems (like feudalism) 

and promoting them might have led to contradiction. József Révai81, Minister 

of Public Education at the beginning of the 1950s, solved this possible para-

dox by emphasizing the fact that every monument symbolizes the creativity 

of the public. This notion spread in many forums such as in the Múzeumi Hí-

radó (Museum News): ―The artistic and historical memories were realized by 
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the extensive effort and artistic talent of the working class. Monuments are 

[…] effective educational tools of the new type of patriotism and the 

enforcement of the socialist-type national pride.‖82 

Not just the reinterpreted values of vernacular culture (such as hard work 

and community) but even (monument) protection began to be advocated as 

tools to follow the disciplines of the USSR. Many official proposals and con-

temporary exhibition opening speeches83 claimed it was an explicit aim of the 

Soviet Union—after the October Revolution and the defeat of fascist Ger-

many—to ensure the protection of past by means of special regulations and 

decrees. Dezső Dercsényi, an outstanding monument protection specialist and 

art historian, who held numerous leading positions at various central monu-

ment protection institutions during the researched period (1960–1989), 

referred to this notion in a letter to a mayor, persuading him to support a 

monument protection project: ―The Soviet Union provides example for mon-

ument protection, but this is required by socialism, which has a central aim to 

uphold humanistic and authentic values.‖84 But the question remained: what 

could be defined as an authentic value in the case of a highly politicized area 

of monument protection?85 Similarly, it was claimed that the USSR with its 

Marxist ideology was turning its attention to prehistoric cultures and those 

communities who still lived according to ancient social codes and relation-

ships in comparison to contemporary societies.86 

Besides the direct political guidance and as a consequence of the limited 

possibilities of the researchers and practitioners under socialism, it is 

important to look at the possible international professional influences as well. 

Unquestionably, the most influential monument protection achievement of the 

given period was the Venice Charter (1964), which, immediately after being 

introduced, was disseminated among Hungarian experts via publications87 and 

at conferences, such as the ones organized by the Architecture History and 

Theory Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The Charter be-
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came the benchmark for architects working in monument protection (for in-

stance by ensuring that listed/protected architectures continued to be accessi-

ble to and used by contemporary society, for example by repurposing verna-

cular architecture to serve new functions). Hungarian research methodologies 

and directions reacted belatedly to the folklorist movement of the 1970s.88 In 

the 1980s, the journal Ethnographia, edited by Tamás Hofer, began to regu-

larly publish translations of contemporary Western European ethnographic 

and anthropological research. Only then was the notion imported that the re-

vival of the folk culture in an urban setting can be understood as a conscious 

mass cultural need89 (based on Western European examples such as the 

research on religious folk traditions that had been done by German-speaking 

scholars).90 

It is also important to mention that, after the revitalization of international 

relations, the connection and the comparison between foreign standards and 

Hungary’s own were not one sided. This can be seen, for instance, in a quote 

from Mohammed El Fazi, the president of the Executive Board at the 72nd 

UNESCO meeting in 1966: ―Appreciating the outstanding work done by the 

government of Hungary for the preservation, presentation and continued use 

of monuments and cultural property.‖91 Also, exhibitions about Hungary and 

curated by Hungarian ethnographers in Paris and other locations can be seen 

as another sign of this mutuality.92 As the political situation eased between 

Eastern and Western Europe, more and more personal connections and visits 

could take place. For example, from 1970s, connections with Austrian mon-

ument protection experts became regular and intensive (Austrian colleagues 

were invited to present at Hungarian events93), in part due to common geo-
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graphical interests (to protect the Fertő region).94 Similarly, institutional con-

nections made it possible for Hungarian ethnographers to conduct research 

abroad, even on other continents.95 Lajos Boglár, for instance, researched a 

migrating indigenous community of Western Brazil and was able to collect 

examples of their tangible cultural heritage that became part of the collections 

of the Hungarian Ethnographical Museum.96 

Besides the connection to Western professional trends and participation at 

international meetings, experts in Hungary had to follow the ruling ideology 

of socialism. Accordingly, the management of vernacular architecture had to 

fulfill the aim to ―mirror the new lifestyle, the socialist message.‖97 Similarly, 

ethnographers followed the example of the USSR,98 promoting the value of 

the village and the culture of peasants, which stood in contradiction to the 

extensive employment transformation trends of the 1950s. Similar discrepan-

cies can be found in other Eastern European countries, where political influ-

ence on scientific research became disproportionate. For example, in Roma-

nia ethnography became an official and scientific tool to justify and verify 

politically endorsed ideas around historic rights and prehistorical concepts.99 

Many experts published writings about socialist monument protection that 

discussed, for example, ―professional activities carried out for the greater 

public in order to generate the required emotional, ethical and ideological 

effect.‖100 Similarly, it was a requirement until the 1980s for all ethnographic 
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research documentation that was intended to have academic evaluation, to in-

corporate Marxist ideology.101 

The only exceptions were smaller projects that were focused on smaller 

communities or settlements and involved a group of researchers and local 

sources (such as museums or archives). In these cases, new directions and 

methods could be explored and more complex investigations carried out.102 

One unique form this kind of regional project took was the collection and 

publication of songs and tales of a given settlement or region. These publica-

tions were based on recently collected resources that emphasized the signifi-

cance of the contemporary ethnographic research subject. Moreover, often 

these documents were published in neighboring countries, and reached not 

just a scientific audience, but the wider public as well.103 Similarly, research 

about Hungarian vernacular culture was conducted at a number of foreign 

institutions where significant Hungarian minorities lived (such as at the 

Hungarian Studies Institute in Novi Sad, today’s Serbia, or at the Ethnolo-

gical Center in Komarno, today’s Slovakia).104 As Hungarian minority policy 

in the researched period was also centrally organized and implemented with a 

top-down approach, ethnic characteristics were only allowed to be discussed 

in educational areas, solely in language and cultural terms.105 Accordingly, 

even though vernacular architecture had defined styles (in terms of structure, 

form and decoration) based on the nationality of the creator and owner, its 

social (class) belonging had to be emphasized instead of its ethnic or national 

affiliations in the publications or documentations. In this way, Serbian archi-
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tectural heritage in Szentendre, Palócz heritage in Hollókő and the former 

German-speaking communities’ vernacular heritage of Fertőtáj (the region of 

Neusiedlersee) were some of the first examples of Hungarian vernacular heri-

tage.106 This interpretation also made it possible to incorporate a significant 

amount of vernacular architecture into the protected monuments.107 Ethno-

graphical institutions and individual researchers also acknowledged and pro-

tected minority vernacular culture. For example, a meeting of scholars in 

1961 in Gyula was dedicated to the vernacular culture of the minorities in 

Hungary.108 Later, a series of international conferences and publications 

started in 1975 also served this aim and regular meetings of experts from di-

verse countries have taken place until today in Békés.109 

Intensive and mutual connections were made with other countries of the 

Eastern Bloc both at personal110 and institutional levels. Tangible collections 

and published research from other countries were also available and Hungar-

ian experts were encouraged to work with them.111 Institutional cooperation 

between university departments, museums and research institutes was ensured 

through bilateral cultural agreements. Hungarian experts also initiated or co-

organized conferences and workshops with colleagues from other COME-

CON countries.112 At these events, participants were often able to compare 

their different experiences.113 Their analytical reports commented on common 

features (for example by demonstrating how vernacular architecture was 
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examined in every country)114, named methods that should be or already had 

been imported from other countries (such as the publications produced for the 

wider public in Czechoslovakia).115 Similarly, critiques of other countries (for 

instance about ethnographical research in the GDR at the end of the 1960s)116 

and acknowledgement of the outstanding Hungarian achievements (recog-

nizing that the most thorough topographical documentation had been realized 

in Hungary)117 were also frequent elements of these reports.  

These comparative studies also looked at the wider international context. 

For example, Dezső Dercsényi wrote at the end of his report about a 20-day-

long trip in the USSR that ―Besides the tasks and solutions that connect us 

due to our common ideological basis and socio-historical situations, we got to 

know some methods in certain sub-fields that are worth pursuing and are 

comparable, even to the most advanced Western examples of monument pro-

tection.‖118 The two ideologies that were said to define the departed world ap-

peared in the evaluation of research projects and even researchers: ―Precisely, 

many anthropologists ended up in double role: as science and ideology 

makers they stood on the side of the exploiters, whereas in their research 

process they were with the exploited communities.‖119 In these reports, the 

general ideological superiority of the Eastern Bloc was expressed, including 

the emphasis on community and the lack of individual ownership, which, in 

the case of monument protection, were claimed to be advantageous and, 

moreover, formed the basis of a new era in the history and practice of that 

field.120 Similarly, the researchers’ ideological stance was seen as a guarantee 

of their professional excellence: ―[…] the fact that the team of researchers has 

become intellectual followers of Marxism ensures their capability of raising 

the quality of their profession to the very highest level.‖121 All in all, it can be 

stated that, in the researched period, vernacular heritage and its management 
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served ideological as well as cultural and scientific aims.122 Through this 

combination of diverse factors, vernacular culture became valued and was 

able to be protected to some degree, while rural areas went through a funda-

mental change and the segment of the society that lived in rural areas in ver-

nacular architecture disappeared.  

 

 

This paper explores how vernacular heritage was able to be successfully pro-

tected in an undemocratic state, which had the aim of dissolving the social 

units that owned the tangible and practiced the intangible aspects of that very 

heritage. Vernacular culture was acknowledged, researched and protected by 

scholars and practitioners from a range of disciplines who adapted different 

methods, had diverse focuses and operated within separate institutional and 

management (ministerial) systems. Experts were influenced by the political 

and ideological circumstances of their times. Often, fieldwork research or 

protection projects would be accepted not due to professional or scholarly 

decisions, but based on political factors such as the propaganda potential of 

the given task.123 

State representatives intended to protect specifically those reminders and 

remnants of the past that served their ideological aims and helped to control 

the society. In Hungary, the socialist interpretations of vernacular culture led 

to the acceptance of heritagization.124 The general public could also nurture 

vernacular heritage by visiting culturalized sites or performances or by prac-

ticing intangible cultural elements such as folk dance. These social move-

ments were either promoted by state propaganda or closely monitored, which 

again showed that any initiative was possible only within the limits of the 

state system. 

All in all, analysis has shown that, throughout the researched period, there 

was a very lively and often ambivalent relationship between the ideological 

direction of the country and the numerous goals to protect the disappearing 

vernacular culture. It was a multi-faceted transformation process, through 

which vernacular culture almost totally disappeared from Hungary while the 

remaining examples became subjects of research and positive evaluation.125 

Further studies could focus on the protection of vernacular culture in a spe-
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cific region, for instance on the protection of Hungarian vernacular culture in 

Transylvania, which became part of Romania after the Second World War. 

Another interesting perspective would be to conduct comparative studies of 

the same phenomenon in Hungary and other Central or Eastern European 

countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


